EVANGELII GAUDIUM
THE JOY OF THE GOSPEL
APOSTOLIC EXHORTATION ON THE PROCLAMATION
OF THE GOSPEL IN TODAY’S WORLD.

RRP $9.95 | PB | ISBN 9781921963391

At a critical time in history, Pope Francis draws on his life experiences and passion for evangelisation to encourage every Christian to engage in the mission of spreading the joy of the Gospel and becoming spirit-filled evangelisers.

“I have chosen to present some guidelines which can encourage and guide the whole Church in a new phase of evangelisation, one marked by enthusiasm and vitality... “(Evangelii Gaudium 17)

BRING FORTH HOPE
POPE FRANCIS
SPEAKS TO THE
YOUTH OF THE WORLD

RRP $12.95 | PB
ISBN 9781599826295
Saint Marys Press

These 52 weekly reflections by Melbourne based Fr. Christopher Ryan MGL, invite young people to read, reflect, and act on Pope Francis’s words of hope and inspiration for their lives. Pope Francis, like Blessed John Paul II, believes deeply in the power of the youth of the world to bring forth a renewal of the Church and society.

LUMEN FIDEI
LIGHT OF FAITH
ENCYCLICAL LETTER

RRP $8.95 | PB
ISBN 9781921963285

Lumen Fidei (Light of Faith) Encyclical Letter seeks to recover the luminous character of faith, which is built into the human being and helps one distinguish the good from the bad, especially today, a time in which the faith is like a light illusory that prevents man go in search of knowledge and restricts their freedom.

This encyclical, begun by Pope Benedict XVI and completed by Pope Francis, concludes the trilogy of letters on the three theological virtues begun by Pope Benedict with Deus Caritas Est on Love and Spe Salvi on hope.

Visit our website at www.stpauls.com.au
MY MISSAL
CENTENARY SPECIAL $6.95
RRP $7.95 | PB | 64pp | ISBN 9781921963087
NOW INCLUDING THE NEW TRANSLATION AND PROFESSION OF FAITH
This very popular little book is suitable for children from 6 to 10 years. With loving illustrations, this edition includes a Certificate of First Holy Communion and pages for children to write their own prayers and details.

MY FIRST COMMUNION
CENTENARY SPECIAL $12.95
RRP $14.95 | HC | 48pp
ISBN 9781921472312
In this beautiful book, the author shares how much Jesus loves coming to you in the Eucharist. He wants to be your best friend and by receiving Jesus at Mass, you can show him how much you want him to be your best friend, too!

WE LEARN ABOUT THE MASS
CENTENARY SPECIAL $4.95
RRP $7.95 | PB | 48pp
ISBN 9781921472978
New Translation edition
Designed to help children aged 5 to 9 years learn how to participate fully and actively at Mass, it can be used by parents or catechists.

JESUS WELCOMES YOU TO THE MASS
CENTENARY SPECIAL $10.95
RRP $12.95 | HC | 44pp
ISBN 9781921963001
In this book, Jesus “speaks” directly to children, explaining the Mass by linking the liturgy to scenes from the Gospels.
This book will help children understand what is happening when they go to church and why Jesus is so happy they are there.

CHILDREN’S MISSAL – BLACK
RRP $8.95 | HC | 806/67B
RRP $9.95 | HC Padded | 806/42B
Catholic Book Publishing

CHILDREN’S MISSAL – WHITE
RRP $8.95 | HC | 806/67W
RRP $9.95 | HC Padded | 806/42W
Catholic Book Publishing

Carefully written to enable all children to take a more active part in the Mass. Attractively bound in a choice of black and white, hardcover and padded, these books feature full colour illustrations and make an ideal First Communion gift. First Mass Books also available in this series – visit www.stpauls.com.au.
LENT AND EASTER

ST PAULS HOLY WEEK MISSAL
CENTENARY SPECIAL $17.95
RRP $22.95 | Leatherette | ISBN 9781921963186

The people’s edition of the Holy Week Missal is a beautifully presented companion specially prepared for the larger parish community who participate in the celebration of Holy Week, the high point of the Church’s liturgical year.

St Pauls Holy Week Missal comes in an attractive leatherette cover with gilded edges, in an easy to carry slim volume. It makes an ideal gift at this time of year.

THE WAY OF THE CROSS
CENTENARY SPECIAL $7.95
RRP $9.95 | HC | 48pp
ISBN 9781921032615

A book to help children learn to meditate on the Passion of Jesus. Beautifully illustrated and in simple language, this book is a wonderful way of introducing children to the prayer of the church.

40 DAYS WITH PAUL
CENTENARY SPECIAL $7.95
RRP $9.95 | PB | 144pp
ISBN 9781921472244

Offers brief reflections on 40 passages from the letters of St Paul, helping you to take to heart Paul’s teachings and follow his example of undying love for Jesus. Ideal for reading during Lent, or at any time throughout the year!

EASTER JOY
RRP $6.95 | PB | 52pp
ISBN 9780818912405
Alba House New York

The reflections contained in this little booklet are the fruit of a lifetime of reading, studying, reflecting on, praying over, and preaching about this great mystery of our faith. They are intended to move the reader into a deeper appreciation of this great event by shedding light on a variety of facets often overlooked in a cursory reading of the Gospels. They should serve as an ongoing reminder of the goal of our spiritual walk with the Lord every day of our life.

STATIONS OF THE CROSS AND RESURRECTION WITH THE SAINTS
RRP $4.95
PB | A6 | 64pp
Catholic Truth Society
Code D682

LENT & EASTERN WAIT US
RRP $4.95
PB | A6 | 80pp
Catholic Truth Society
Code: D719

NEW COMPANION TO LENT
RRP $4.95
PB | A6 | 75pp
Catholic Truth Society
Code: D0740
JESUS AND THE DREAMING
DISCOVERING AN AUSTRALIAN SPIRITUALITY
THROUGH ABORIGINAL-CHRISTIAN DIALOGUE

RRP $24.95 | PB | ISBN 9781921963346

Jesus and the Dreaming traces how an Australian Catholic priest’s encounter with Aboriginal people forced him to confront the challenges and possibilities that Aboriginal spirituality present to western Christianity. Fr Fletcher argues that in addition to a more authentic dialogue, a sympathetic understanding of the Dreaming will deepen our own religious experience and help renew modern Christian theology.

THE ONE THING GOD CANNOT DO
CENTENARY SPECIAL $17.95
RRP $19.95 | PB
ISBN 9781921963377

Ron Hassari offers us Christian spirituality as it should be – all embracing, warm, free for all, unhindered, joyful and above all, in touch with humanity.

EDUCATING HEARTS
SEVEN CHARACTERISTICS OF A GOOD SCHOOL
$24.95 | PB | ISBN 9781921963261
$29.95 | HC | ISBN 9781921963278

‘Educating Hearts is a must read... which should be embraced wholeheartedly by parents, teachers and educational institutions equally.’
Professor Greg Craven, Vice-Chancellor, Australian Catholic University

I BELIEVE IN ETERNAL LIFE
CENTENARY SPECIAL $16.95
RRP $18.95 | PB
ISBN 9781921963254

Drawing his inspiration from the last article of the Apostles’ Creed (“I believe in eternal life”) – Cardinal Martini introduces us to some fundamental themes of Christian faith and hope: life after death, judgment, the resurrection.

BITE-SIZE VATICAN II
A VERY BASIC GUIDE TO THE COUNCIL AND ITS FOUR CONSTITUTIONS
RRP $24.95 | PB | 208pp
ISBN 9781921963384

Based on wide pastoral experience, the author provides a guide to the Second Vatican Council and its four Constitutions. The book presents a history of Vatican II, what led up to it and its reception in the Church.

LEARNING TO BELIEVE
CENTENARY SPECIAL $12.95
RRP $14.95 | PB
ISBN 9781921963247

In this volume Pope emeritus Benedict XVI teaches all Christians how to rediscover the gift of faith. In doing so, the Holy Father provides an opportunity for all of us to draw close to God and deepen our personal relationship with Him.

FRANCIS
$3.95 | PB
ISBN 9780818913617
Renzo Sala

Beautiful, full colour 16 page booklet on Pope Francis, highlighting, in words and photos, his early years, his election as Pope, his greeting to the world, his first homily and his first Angelus.
COMPRENDIUM OF THE CATECHISM OF THE CATHOLIC CHURCH

NEW POCKET EDITIONS!

$12.95 | PB | ISBN 9781921963339  
$14.95 | HC | ISBN 9781921032226


It comes in a handy pocket size format, in a hardcover or paperback edition.

CATECHISM OF THE CATHOLIC CHURCH

POCKET EDITION
CENTENARY SPECIAL $19.95  
RRP $26.95  
Leatherette  
ISBN 9781876295356

A pocket-sized edition of the complete text of the Catechism of the Catholic Church.

ST PAULS SUNDAY MISSAL

ST PAULS WEEKDAY MISSAL 2014

$14.95 | PB | ISBN 9781921963292

Sunday Missal for 2014 features a re-designed layout and revised text based on the St Pauls Sunday Missal.

Includes the Order of Mass with music, scripture readings and prayers for each Sunday of 2014 in calendar sequence, the complete Easter liturgy and a treasury of prayers.

ST PAULS WEEKDAY MISSAL

St Pauls Weekday Missal contains the Order of Mass, along with the complete weekday cycle of Scripture readings and the Proper of Saints.

POPULAR EDITION

$59.95 | HC | ISBN 9781921963155

LEATHERETTE EDITION

$79.95 | Leatherette | ISBN 9781921472954

ST PAULS SUNDAY MISSAL

CONTAIN all of the Prayers of the Missal, together with the full 3-year cycle of Scripture readings, and the complete Easter liturgies.

Includes feasts of special importance for Australia and New Zealand: Australia Day, ANZAC Day, and St Mary MacKillop.

COMPLETE STANDARD EDITION

$39.95 | Leatherette | 1100pp  
ISBN 9781921472947

Green leatherette, gilt edge, durable edition for use year after year, two-colour throughout with marker ribbons.

COMPLETE POPULAR EDITION

$29.95 | HC | 1100pp  
ISBN 9781921963056

Red hardcover, two-colour throughout with marker ribbons.

COMPLETE GIFT EDITION

$49.95 | Leatherette | 1100pp  
ISBN 9781921963032

White leatherette, gilt edge, durable edition for use year after year, two-colour throughout with marker ribbons. Beautiful magnetic fold-over cover.

COMPENDIUM OF THE CATECHISM OF THE CATHOLIC CHURCH

NEW POCKET EDITIONS!

$12.95  |  PB  |  ISBN 9781921963339  
$14.95  |  HC  |  ISBN 9781921032226


It comes in a handy pocket size format, in a hardcover or paperback edition.
NEW COMMUNITY BIBLES

NEW COMMUNITY BIBLE
GIFT EDITIONS
Gift editions have all the features of the standard, but in a luxe leatherette, with 3 coloured marker ribbons, thumb index and gilt edging. Blue comes with a zipper close.

DELUXE RED
CENTENARY SPECIAL $29.95
RRP $44.95 | Leatherette
2304pp | ISBN 9781921963216

DELUXE WHITE
CENTENARY SPECIAL $29.95
RRP $44.95 | Leatherette
2304pp | ISBN 9781921963216

DELUXE BLUE WITH ZIPPER CLOSE
CENTENARY SPECIAL $34.95
RRP $49.95 | Leatherette with Zip
2304pp | ISBN 9781921963209

THE NEW COMMUNITY BIBLE:
CATHOLIC EDITION

CENTENARY SPECIAL $14.95
RRP $34.95 | HC | 2304pp | ISBN 9781921963148

CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY BIBLES

REGULAR PRINT EDITIONS
RED HC WITH GILT EDGE & THUMB INDEX
RRP $32.95 | CCB-105

BROWN HC WITH GILT EDGE & THUMB INDEX
RRP $32.95 | CCB-105BR

GREEN HC WITH THUMB INDEX
RRP $29.95 | CCB-119

RED HC
RRP $24.95 | CCB-REDHC

LARGE PRINT EDITIONS,
THUMB INDEX

LARGE LEATHER
RRP $39.95 | CCB-101

GREEN HC
RRP $34.95 | CCB-102

GIFT EDITIONS,
THUMB INDEX AND GILT EDGE

DELUXE DUO LEATHERETTE
RRP $39.95 | CCB-DUO

DELUXE MAGNETIZED
RRP $44.95 | CCB-MAG
ORDER FORM

Please send your order to: ST PAULS PUBLICATIONS
35 Meredith St or PO Box 906 Strathfield NSW 2135
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ST PAULS SUNDAY BULLETINS

THE SAVING WORD & OUR SUNDAY CELEBRATION

WHY USE A BULLETIN FOR WEEKEND MASSES?

From the moment parishioners pick up a copy of the St Pauls Sunday bulletin (The Saving Word and/or Our Sunday Celebration) before Mass begins they can reflect on God’s message. Also they can refer to it again at home after Mass.

The Saving Word bulletin is a support to full conscious and active participation in the Mass.

Meeting the service needs of parishes around Australia, St Pauls Publications is now publishing The Saving Word in both A3 and A4 sizes in full colour; and Our Sunday Celebration in A3 also in full colour.

Both bulletins will have the same content:

• An artistic drawing illustrating the Gospel Reading of the day
• First and Second Reading
• Responsorial Psalm
• Gospel Reading
• Reflection